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Abstract—Multiple Degrees of Freedom (DOF) parallel robots
possess the advantages of being compact structure, great
stiffness, stability and high accuracy, so such platforms have
been widely used in application areas as diverse as the
spacecraft motion simulators, radio telescopes, and medical
rehabilitation devices. In this paper, after giving a brief review
on the control strategies for parallel robot, a 6-DOF robot
system for medical purposes based on simulation as well as real
environment is established. In order to improve the position
tracking accuracy for such objects with time-varying and
nonlinear parameters, a practical fuzzy adaptive controller is
designed based on the kinematics of parallel platform, where
fuzzy inference units are utilized to modify the PID parameters
in real-time by using the position feedback from the robot
actuators. Finally, both virtual and actual experiment results
demonstrate that the proposed algorithm is able to effectively
reduce the position tracking errors compared with the
traditional PID controller, and the reliability and feasibility of
such parallel robotic system can also be guaranteed.
Keywords-Parallel robot; Stewart platform; fuzzy adaptive
algorithm; control strategy

I.

INTRODUCTION

Medical rehabilitation robot is widely believed to be an
interdisciplinary research area which become an outstanding
field attracting more and more attentions from both industrial
and academic domains[1]. Applying robot to rehabilitation
not only be able to release physicians from the heavy burden
of training mission, but also provide a platform to evaluate
the convalescence results by analyzing data recorded during
the training process[2]. The mechanical design of the robot is
the basis of robot-assisted rehabilitation system, which
should comply with the disciplines of simple, lightweight, as
well as easy controlling. 6-DOF parallel robot is a feasible
solution for its simple structure and superior adaptability,
enabling system to be adjustable [3]. Moreover, the Stewart
platform is a typical parallel robot with six degrees of
freedom. It is nowadays used various fields where with strict
constrains, such as aviation (flight simulators), industry
(manufacturing) and medicine (long bone surgery) [4].
As a multi-input and multi-output (MIMO) and nonlinear
system, 6-DOF parallel robot’s position and orientation
control are results interaction and coordination of six
actuators. Wu et al. presented an adaptive control strategy
based on H∞ robust algorithm to overcome the adverse
effects caused by parameter variations and disturbances[5].

Li et al. proposed an integral variable structure controller to
enhance robustness for interference and perturbation[6].
Besides, many literatures tend to propose control approaches
based on simulation, but not verified by experiments in
practical environment[7]. Meanwhile, fuzzy control method
is probably an effective approach to control such objects
with time-varying and nonlinear parameters for its
advantages of independent on mathematical model, as well
as good robustness and nonlinear characteristics.
In this paper, a multi-DOF parallel robot based on
Stewart platform for lower limb rehabilitation is presented.
After studying its kinematics and mathematical models in
Section II, a high-precision position control strategy based
on fuzzy adaptive algorithm is proposed in Section III. In
order to improve the trajectory tracking accuracy, position
feedback information was utilized to modify the adaptive
parameters in real-time through fuzzy logic inference units.
While in Section IV, experiments based on SimMechanics
and real robot system were conducted, and finally, the results
are analyzed and the conclusions are drawn in Section V.
II.

INVERSE KINEMATICS

The Stewart platform is a parallel robot whose operation
is based on the simultaneous movement of its six-axis. The
mechanical structure of Stewart consists of the moveable
upper platform, the fixed based platform, and six ball screw
actuators. Servo motors drive six electric cylinders to change
the length of each leg, and thus achieve the desired trajectory
of the moving platform. The kinematics problems of parallel
robot can be divided into the inverse kinematics and the
forward kinematics[8], where the inverse ones means
calculate the joint coordinates of six legs when the position
of the end effector is known, while forward kinematics vice
versa. If given the desired translational and rotational motion
of the upper platform, the inverse kinematics could be used
to transform the trajectory into the displacement of each
actuator, and thus the respective joints are able to be
controlled instead of the moving platform. The geometric
model of a Stewart platform and its victor diagram can be
seen in Fig. 1, where radius of the upper platform is defined
as rb, and the angle is θ1, likewise, the parameters of the
fixed platform are defined as ra and θ2, respectively.
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vector and length of each leg can be calculated if given the
desired position and posture of the moving platform.
III.

THE FUZZY ADAPTIVE CONTROLLER

The purpose of the fuzzy adaptive controller is to find out
the relationship based on fuzzy rules between the three
parameters of PID controller (Kp, Ki, Kd) and the position
error of each leg. In this system, the PID parameters can be
adjusted in real-time based on the position error e and
differential ec. In this way the controller parameters are able
to be tuned to meet the requirements of different position and
orientation control, so that the controller would have a good
dynamic and static performance. In order to achieve the
Figure 1. Geometric model and victor diagram of the platform.
smooth control of the parallel robot, the designed position
close-loop controller consists of a fuzzy logic controller as
A generalized position vector q can be got, whose
well as a PID controller. Based on the position data feedback
elements are the six variables chosen to describe the
recorded by encoder sensors embedded in the actuators, the
translation and orientation , which defined as equation (1),
position error and its rate of change are used as the input of
while the joint space coordinate vector l is defined as (2):
the fuzzy controller, and the de-fuzzified outputs are used for
adjusting the PID parameters. Fig. 2 shows the diagram of
T
(1) proposed fuzzy adaptive control system.
q = [ x, y , z , α , β , γ ] .

l = [l1 , l2 , l3 , l4 , l5 , l6 ] .
T

Defining vector Bi describes the position of i-th upper
vertices with respect to upper platform coordinate system
and Ai describes the position of the i-th base vertices with
respect to the base coordinate system.

Bi = [ rb cos λi

rb sin λi

0

Kp Ki Kd

(2)

]

T

e

ec

Figure 2. The proposed fuzzy adaptive controller.

.

(3)

The fuzzy rules can be determined by the previous expert
experience and knowledge base of the relationship between
PID parameters and the position errors. Based on the
T
(4) parameters tuning principle, the output variables △Kp, △Ki,
Ai = [ ra cos ϕi ra sin ϕi 0 ] .
△Kd can be adjusted automatically. In this control system,
Mamdani’s inference rules are adopted as a fuzzy set R
T
The translation can be denoted as T = [ x, y, z ] , and the
(relationship) expressing fuzzy statement, and the inference
process is shown as follows in Fig. 3.
can be described by the orientation matrix rot which can be
written as equation (5). The rotation matrix that around each
axis can be expressed as following:
cα ⋅ cβ cα ⋅ sβ ⋅ sγ − sα ⋅ cγ cα ⋅ sβ ⋅ cγ + sα ⋅ sγ 
.(5)
Rot = Rα Rβ Rγ = sα ⋅ cβ sα ⋅ sβ ⋅ sγ + cα ⋅ cγ sα ⋅ sβ ⋅ cγ − cα ⋅ sγ 
−sβ
cβ ⋅ sγ
cβ ⋅ cγ 

Finally, the expression of the length vector li of leg i as
difference between Bi and Ai coordinates:

li =|| T + Rot ⋅ Bi − Ai ||,

( i = 1, 2,, 6 )

.

(6)

Then relationship between l = [l1 , l2 , l3 , l4 , l5 , l6 ]T and
T
q = [ x, y , z , α , β , γ ] is possible to be obtained. Based on
the inverse kinematics of the Stewart, the displacement

Figure 3. Fuzzy inference process.

According to the fuzzy subsets and assignment rules, as
well as the control mode of each parameter, the fuzzy matrix
of PID parameters can be obtained by fuzzy reasoning and
inferring, and then corrected parameters can be calculated
based on the initial value of the PID parameters, and thus
achieve the tuned parameter values for robot controller.
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EXPERIMENT SETUP

Figure 4. Global simulation and the desired trajectory.

In order to quantify the controllers for different platform
speed looking at simulated trajectory accuracy, both the
desired and actual trajectories are measured and analyzed. In
the rehabilitation robot applications, the desired trajectory of
the plate can be decomposed into a straight-line and an arc
trajectory, and here a round arc trajectory as shown in Fig. 4
is provided to conduct experiments. According to predefined
trajectory, the desired length and speed of each actuator can
be obtained through the inverse kinematics, driving each
actuator to reach the defined displacement enables the upper
platform to reach the desired trajectory. From Fig. 5 and Fig.
6 we observe the position tracking error as the results of PID
controller and the proposed fuzzy controller.
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Figure 6. Position tracking error of fuzzy controlled robot (simulation).

The classical PID controller seems to be satisfactory only
for the low speed applications, but as the speed increases, the
position error becomes too significant and can not meet
anymore the main objectives: accuracy. The use of a new
controller is therefore required. The simulation results show
that the fuzzy adaptive controller is able to make full use of
the advantages of the PID controller and the fuzzy controller,
for greatly improving the tracking performance compared
with that of traditional ones.
B. Practical applications
The Stewart platform in real environment is designed as
shown in Fig. 7: the set consists of a low-level control unit,
connecting the platform itself to a computer which provides
the high-level control. The six joints of the parallel robot are
driven by six Panasonic Minas motor drivers, with the output
power of 400 W and rated speed of 3000 r/min, where the
incremental photoelectric encoders are mounted coaxially
with servo motor to provide position feedback.
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A. Simulation
For simulation experiment, an implemented Stewart
platform design template which consists in six main blocks
corresponding to the six legs of the platform is used. Each of
these entrance hangs a force and not a PWM signal for
obvious reasons of simplicity, as shown in Fig. 4. In this part,
a comparatively independent control over each actuator is
developed, in order to find a method to actuate the six leg
forces to properly position the mobile plate of the Stewart
Platform when given a desired trajectory. Initially, the
desired position and orientation of the mobile plate with
respect to the fixed base plate by demand are given, with
coordinates [x y z α β γ]T , and obtain six poles expansion
displacements through a conversion step from classical
coordinates to leg length, according to platform's kinematics.
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Figure 5. Position tracking error of PID controlled robot (simulation).

Figure 7. The Stewart platform setup.

In this experimental system, the radius of upper moving
plate is 180 mm, while the radius of the fixed base plate is
270 mm, respectively. The trajectory for upper platform is
defined as following: the initial position of the platform
center is (0, 0, 0), and the plate is then moved to (90, 0, 90),
here the unit is mm, which is followed by moving a counterclockwise circular and turning π rad. Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 give
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the position tracking error as the results of PID controller and
the proposed fuzzy controller in real Stewart platform, where
data are measured by photoelectric encoders.
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Figure 8. Position tracking error of PID controlled robot (real robot).
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